Edward Elgar Publishing Law Package

Access two great platforms for one great price!

THREE NEW JOURNALS ADDED:

* Competition Law & Policy Debate,
* European Energy & Climate Journal,
* and Renewable Energy Law and Policy Review

- Access current content to 12 Elgar journals by adding the Edward Elgar Publishing Law Package to your HeinOnline subscription
- The complete archive of these journals are also available in HeinOnline’s Law Journal Library with a 3-volume embargo
- Access content on both Elgaronline and HeinOnline

About Elgar

Edward Elgar Publishing is a leading international academic and professional publisher with a strong focus on the social sciences and legal fields. They publish 400 titles annually and have successfully created a prestigious list of more than 7,600 titles.

The company was founded by current Chairman, Edward Elgar, and remains a family business. Edward's original vision was to create a publishing house that attracted high-quality books by offering a superior service to authors, and they remain focused on treating potential authors and their books with care and attention to detail.

Access Edward Elgar Journals in HeinOnline

Through a special arrangement with Edward Elgar Publishing, HeinOnline offers subscription access to the most recent three volumes and the entire archive of 12 Elgar journals. These titles are sold as a package which also provides access to Elgaronline’s platform for one great price. Subscribers to HeinOnline's Law Journal Library will find these titles available with a three-year embargo, but will need to purchase the package to access the current content.
Asia Pacific Journal of Environmental Law

A journal addressing the dynamic developments in environmental law in the Asia Pacific region, APJEL was established in 1996 and has a global reputation for publishing scholarly and current analysis of all aspects of Asia Pacific environmental law and policy. APJEL has been published by Edward Elgar since 2016 and joins Edward Elgar's growing list of international scholarly journals. This journal releases two issues a year.

Cambridge International Law Journal

The Cambridge International Law Journal (CILJ) succeeds the Cambridge Journal of International and Comparative Law, which was established in 2011 at the University of Cambridge. CILJ is a double-blind peer-reviewed journal with a broad focus on international law. CILJ publishes in all areas of international law, including regional and transnational legal regime, such as European Union Law. CILJ provides a platform for both young and well-established academics to publish outstanding research on cutting edge, highly topical international law issues alongside, and in dialog with, each other. This journal releases two issues a year.

Competition Law Journal

The Competition Law Journal provides scholars and practitioners in the field of competition and antitrust with a reliable source of analysis on the law and practice in the UK and EU. Its primary focus is on all aspects of UK competition law, from legal, economic and policy perspectives. It also addresses important developments in EU and international competition law. Combining authoritative editorial comment and articles by leading practitioners and academics, the Journal includes analysis of essential case law, CMA and European Commission decisions and relevant economic analysis. Published quarterly, to keep you fully up-to-date with the latest developments, Competition Law Journal currently contains 18 volumes and more than 6,300 pages!

Competition Law & Policy Debate - New!

The Competition Law & Policy Debate (CLPD) is a quarterly journal focusing on major developments in Mergers, Cartels, Antitrust (Art.101/102 other than cartels) and State Aid.

CLPD contains articles of academic value but written in an approachable style to address practical questions and suggest solutions to new issues. Its focus is on dissecting, analyzing and criticizing the most recent and important legislation and case law, as well as on discussing questions faced by enforcers and practitioners but neglected in the existing literature. The idea is for CLPD to be an important platform for lawyers and economists to express conflicting views and, in particular, encourage the debate on new developments in all areas of competition law. In this way the journal wants to contribute to debates on policy – or even start them.

The articles are written by economists and lawyers, judges, officials at DG Competition, national authorities or international organizations, practitioners working in-house or in law firms as well as academics. This mix should result in a unique exchange of views, opinions and ideas. Each issue of the CLPD focuses on one principal topic that is discussed from different angles and potentially with different interests in mind.

European Energy & Climate Journal - New!

The European Energy & Climate Journal (EECJ) is a quarterly journal which presents accessible coverage on the key legal and regulatory energy issues and developments throughout Europe to practitioners and academics in the field.

It reports recent and forthcoming legislative and regulatory changes in the areas of energy policy, internal market, energy competition law, energy security, energy efficiency, renewable energy and climate change. It covers European Energy Union case law, legislation and its implementation by Member States. With contributions from leading practitioners, judges, EU energy authority officials and academics, EECJ provides authoritative legal analysis of the law and policy, all of which is presented in an accessible manner.
Interactive Entertainment Law Review

The aim of the Interactive Entertainment Law Review is to serve as a peer-reviewed hub for legal analysis of interactive entertainment, video games, virtual/augmented/mixed realities, social media, and all related and emergent forms of digital interactive entertainment. The Journal is published twice a year with articles focusing on the legal changes, challenges and controversies in this high profile and increasingly critical area of legal inquiry.

Journal of Human Rights and the Environment

The relationship between human rights and the environment is a fascinating, uneasy, and increasingly urgent one. This international journal provides a strategic academic forum in which an extended interdisciplinary and multi-layered conversation can take place concerning the challenges located at the interface of these two centrally important fields. This journal releases two issues a year.

Journal of Legal Philosophy

The Journal of Legal Philosophy is an international journal publishing theoretical work relating to law and legal studies. It continues the Australasian Journal of Legal Philosophy, which has been published continuously for more than 30 years. The JLP is published by Edward Elgar Publishing in partnership with the Australasian Society of Legal Philosophy.

The JLP aims to be inclusive, innovative and socially engaged. Its main focus is on legal philosophy or jurisprudence, but it also publishes work in ethical, political and social theory that considers questions relevant to law. It encompasses analytical jurisprudence, socio-legal theory, and critical and continental perspectives, as well as applied work in normative jurisprudence and theoretical studies of specific fields of law.

Unlike some other journals in the field, JLP welcomes theoretical work on the law of particular nations, provided that it raises wider questions that will interest readers from other jurisdictions. The JLP has a strong and diverse international editorial board and takes an efficient and author-friendly approach to the submission process.

Military Law and the Law of War Review


The Review prides itself on serving as a leading forum for debate among legal scholars and practitioners, providing an outlet for high-quality publications on all aspects of military law and the law of armed conflict.

The Review is published by Edward Elgar Publishing, in partnership with the Belgian Centre for Military Law and the Law of War, with the support of the Belgian Ministry of Defence. It features original articles, case notes, commentaries on the latest legal developments, and book reviews. All manuscripts are subject to a rigorous process of peer review.

Over the past five decades of its existence, the Review has established itself a key source of analysis and information for civilian and military legal advisors, other practitioners, legal scholars and academics. It has a worldwide subscriber base across nearly 30 different countries.

True to its mission of serving as a ‘meeting point for jurists and experts’, the Review’s Editorial Board is composed of practitioners with a prominent academic background and scholars having a solid grasp of the operational dimension of their studies. This mix of theory and practice, one of the hallmarks of the Review, guarantees a pragmatic approach to the analysis of legal issues and the comprehensive coverage of the key legal developments in the field of military operations and military organization at the international level.
Queen Mary Journal of Intellectual Property

As an extension of the Queen Mary Intellectual Property Research Institutes’s reputation as one of the foremost centers for intellectual property research and education, Queen Mary Journal of Intellectual Property has become an important forum for quality scholarship in this field, publishing full-length articles as well as analysis pieces and case reports, on a quarterly basis. This journal releases four issues a year.


The Renewable Energy Law and Policy Review provides a platform for review and discussion, both in Europe and internationally, of the legal and policy issues surrounding renewable energy.

The journal reports on the dynamic and quickly changing developments taking place in Europe and around the world in the renewable energy sector, from bio-energy, solar and wind power to developing technologies like fuel cells and nuclear fusion.

The journal serves a growing international community of renewable energy practitioners, lawyers and thought leaders with timely updates on legal and policy issues impacting renewable energy technologies and development.

Each issue reports on trends and critical issues from the European Union and its active Member States, cutting edge experience from North America, Australia, and Japan, as well as opportunities and challenges in emerging markets and various corners of the developing world. Leading renewable energy scholars and practitioners report on the legal and policy implications of recent technology advances, political and regulatory decisions, market trends, as well as insightful new literature and relevant events. Above all, the journal provides a discussion forum and source of ideas and opportunities about critical issues of renewable energy — issues that will likely change our world.

Renmin Chinese Law Review - Bonus Title!

Renmin Chinese Law Review is an annual publication which focuses on contemporary Chinese law. The journal brings together the work of recognized scholars from China, offering a window on current legal Chinese research. It addresses topics such as the law theory of public interest, as well as issues pertaining to the Chinese legal system's implementation of WTO laws. All of the contributions provide useful insights for those wishing to explore China's increasing influence in international law and politics as well China's recent legal reforms.

For more information about this collection, please contact your sales representative or Marketing at marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571.